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Go-Go Girl Says Testimony Was 'Fur' From The Truth

Chase Driver Given Deferred Sentence

Man Given Life In Family Deaths

We're Bullish on Women's Shoe Fashions...

CANCELLATION OF THREE SHOES
From an American Shoe Maker

SPECIAL SAVINGS on DIRECT IMPORT Gift Items

Dillard's
Save 25% to 30%! Distributors Close-out of MUSICAL JEWEL BOXES & MUSICAL FIGURINES

Union Charges Fly

City Defers Housing Action

Save as much as 50% on Famous Makers' Linens and Blankets

Dillard's
it's a... wonderful world of Christmas

L'Air du Temps by Nina Ricci

Popular Mercury Casual Slippers

Elegant Smooth Fitting Gift Lingerie by Vanity Fair

Normal Life Can Be Lived...
Frequent Eating Prevents Low Blood Sugar Problems

Dr. Lamb

DEAR READER: -- For years, diabetics have been told that they must follow rigid dietary restrictions in order to maintain normal blood sugar levels. This is true, of course, but it is not the only way to control diabetes. In fact, there are several important things you can do to help prevent low blood sugar, or hypoglycemia, and to improve your overall health.

1. Maintain a Prolonged Fasting State
2. Avoid Alcohol
3. Avoid Eating Carbohydrates Too Quickly
4. Avoid Eating High-Fat Meals
5. Avoid Eating Too Much Food at One Time
6. Avoid Eating Before Bedtime
7. Avoid Eating Before Meals

While these steps may seem difficult, they are not impossible. With practice, you can learn how to maintain normal blood sugar levels without having to make major changes in your lifestyle. And the benefits of doing so are well worth the effort.

Christmas Parties Set...
Chi Omega Alumnae Groups To Gather Dolls For Needy

Christmas is a time of giving, and the Chi Omega alumnae groups are doing their part to help those in need. The groups of alumnae will be gathering dolls for children who might not otherwise receive them. The dolls will be donated to the Salvation Army, which will distribute them to deserving children.

Help Us! Should Mom Keep Out Of Affair?

Wilson Firm Restructured

Emmett Molock Dies, Rites Set

Collier Services Scheduled

Pink Lawn? The flowers for the Wilson firm rest on the ground outside the house. Pink and white flowers have been placed around the house. The flowers are a symbol of respect for the late Emmett Molock.

Sears

Ruffles and flourishes for your junior miss...sheer no-iron bliss for you.

Save 10% to 20% "Flutter" or "Ramona"

Twins size bedspread YOUR CHOICE

18.97

Here's the bedspread she's always wanted about "Flutter" with flouncing ruffles to pick up any folds or wrinkles. All done in "Ramona" polyester shirring. "Ramona" is a part of our "Ramona" polyester shirring. By Sears, polyester shirring, with a poly-cotton blend. These pink, white, yellow and white, "Ramona" polyester shirring bedspreads have top quilted over Duro-PUFF polyester. Bedspread Machine wash, would dry for no ironing.

"Flutter"

"Ramona"

“ZIP” UP YOUR PERSONAL BANKING

ZIP CHECKS AT CITY NATIONAL BANK...ONLY 10¢ EACH

OFFICE HOURS

8-11:30 A.M. 1:00-5:00 P.M.

ZIP CHECKS AT CITY NATIONAL BANK...ONLY 10¢ EACH

OFFICE HOURS

8-11:30 A.M. 1:00-5:00 P.M.

STOP WORRYING

Look for the NEW "ZIP" CHECKS at your bank. Use them to make your checks easier to handle and more personal. ZIP CHECKS are made of lightweight, strong, elastic material. They will not tear or rip. And they will not bounce in your pocket. ZIP CHECKS are easy to use. Just slide the check into the ZIP Check Holder. Then, when you are ready to use the check, pull out the check and fold it into the holder. The holder keeps the check clean and protected. "ZIP" CHECKS are available at your bank. See your teller for more information.
Bus Rides To Reformatory Set
In a comic strip titled "City Scene," a group of characters is shown on a bus ride to a reformatory. The comic is titled "City Scene," and the scene depicts a group of characters on a bus ride to a reformatory. The comic features a mix of humor and social commentary, typical of the genre.

KEDA Takes Break With Schools
In the comic strip titled "KEDA Takes Break With Schools," a character named KEDA is shown taking a break from school. The comic is set in a school environment, and KEDA is depicted as a student who is taking a break from work. The comic features a mix of humor and social commentary, typical of the genre.

Profession Author Textbook
Another comic strip titled "Profession Author Textbook" shows a character named Author writing a book. The comic is set in a writing environment, and Author is depicted as a writer who is working on a book. The comic features a mix of humor and social commentary, typical of the genre.

Weather Conference Postponed
In the comic strip titled "Weather Conference Postponed," a character named Conference is shown postponing a weather conference. The comic is set in a conference environment, and Conference is depicted as an organizer who is postponing a weather conference. The comic features a mix of humor and social commentary, typical of the genre.

Hotel, Theatre Auction Slated
In the comic strip titled "Hotel, Theatre Auction Slated," a character named Auction is shown planning a hotel and theatre auction. The comic is set in an auction environment, and Auction is depicted as an organizer who is planning a hotel and theatre auction. The comic features a mix of humor and social commentary, typical of the genre.

Miss Oklahoma Joins Program
In the comic strip titled "Miss Oklahoma Joins Program," a character named Oklahoma is shown joining a program. The comic is set in a program environment, and Oklahoma is depicted as a participant who is joining a program. The comic features a mix of humor and social commentary, typical of the genre.

Police Pistol Team Picked
In the comic strip titled "Police Pistol Team Picked," a character named Team is shown picking a police pistol team. The comic is set in a police environment, and Team is depicted as a supervisor who is picking a police pistol team. The comic features a mix of humor and social commentary, typical of the genre.

Despite Bomb Threat...
In the comic strip titled "Despite Bomb Threat..." a character named Threat is shown dealing with a bomb threat. The comic is set in a bomb threat environment, and Threat is depicted as a responder who is dealing with a bomb threat. The comic features a mix of humor and social commentary, typical of the genre.
Editorials

Exec Order Wrecks Play House

The President's decision to fire the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency and then to appoint his deputy to the new post is a clear case of executive overreach. The President is using his position to undermine the independence of the intelligence community. This is a violation of the balance of power established by the Constitution.

Government officials have accused the President of interfering in the investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election. The President's actions are damaging to the credibility of the intelligence community and the democratic process.

In February, we will see the ramifications of the President's actions. The House Intelligence Committee will likely launch an investigation into the intelligence community, and other bodies of inquiry may follow. The President has demonstrated that he is willing to go to great lengths to protect his personal and political interests. It is clear that Congress must act to prevent further damage to our democracy.

Yuppies' Charmas Fades

The yuppy movement, which once represented the epitome of high fashion and social status, is now faced with a decline in popularity. The trend has become associated with materialism and superficiality. The yuppy lifestyle, characterized by exclusive parties and high living, is no longer seen as glamorous.

There is a growing sense that the yuppy movement is out of touch with the values of the American people. The yuppies are perceived as elitists and as disconnected from the broader society.

The yuppy movement has been criticized for its focus on material possessions and for its disregard for social and cultural values. The movement is no longer seen as a symbol of success and is now considered as a lifestyle that is out of touch with the realities of everyday life.

Handy Way to Protest

The United States Postal Service is now offering a service that allows customers to print their own stamps. This is a convenient and cost-effective way for customers to support their favorite causes. The service is available to customers who have a printer and access to the internet.

The process is simple. Customers can choose from a variety of designs and then print their own stamps at home. The stamps can be used for mailing letters and packages.

This is a great way for consumers to support the causes they care about. The service is also a reminder of the importance of the Postal Service in our society.

State Editors Say

Bill Harvey: To Go To Pot Or Not

A strong administration is one that is willing to take tough decisions to protect the nation. The decision to decriminalize marijuana is one that should be made by the states, as each has unique circumstances.

The administration has a responsibility to keep our country safe. The decision to decriminalize marijuana is one that should be made by the states, as each has unique circumstances.
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Alvan Managed To Find His Way Back

Rich Hits 30, Edwards 24

Chiefs Topple Mustangs

Redskins Win Sixth Straight

Journalism Lost A Giant

Cowboys Test Brigham Young
Jeane Dixon's Astrological Forecast

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 2
Your birthday today. Trans seulement in the 7th house in your chart could mean that you are not very secure in your relationships or that you are not very happy in your personal life. Today, however, there is a possibility of something new and exciting coming into your life. You may be meeting someone who can help you solve some of your problems.

TUESDAY (April 30-May 6): Try to be a little more understanding and tolerant of others. There are likely to be some difficulties in your personal life, but with the right attitude, you can overcome them.
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TOYOTAS
TOYOTA of Okla. City
4301 NW 39th
946-9861
PARTS DEPARTMENT OPEN TIL NOON SATURDAY
CLOSOUT PRICES ON '72's

PUBLIC NOTICE OF SALE

ALLIED AUTO SALES

TO OUTFIT A CAR TODAY
Call 653-6540

JUMBLE
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